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Abstract

Nonlocal optical potentials for the scattering of 200 MeV  protons from  22

nuclei, ranging in ma98  from 6Li  to 208Pb,  have  been defined by folding a

complex, medium dependent effective interaction with density matrix ele-

merits  of each target. The effective interaction is based upon solutions of the

Lippmann-Schwinger  and Brueckner-Beth&old&one  equations having the

Paris potential aa  input. The bound state single particle wave  functions that

specify the nuclear density matrices are Woo&-Saxon functions for A I 12

and harmonic oscillator functions thereafter. The resulting differential cross

sections, analysing  powers and spin rotations all compare well with the known

data.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent publications [1,2],  the specification and results of a fully microscopic, coordinate

space, model analysis of 200 MeV proton scattering from “C were reported. This energy

lies in a ‘transition’ region between low and intermediate energies in which one expects ef-

fects of nonlocalities in the effective nucleon-nucleus (NA) interaction, as well as of medium

dependent effects in the nucleon-nucleon (NN) effective interaction upon which that NA

interaction is built, will be important [3,4].  When these are taken into account, excellent

fits can be found to the elastic scattering cross sections and analysing powers [1,4].  With

appropriate structure input, this was also the case with a number of inelastic scattering

cross-section and analysing power data sets and over a range of proton energies [1,5].  The

optical potentials for the elastic scattering, and for both the incident and emergent chan-

nels in distorted wave approximation (DIVA)  analyses of the inelastic scattering events,

were formed by folding a complex effective interaction with nuclear density matrices. The

resulting optical potentials are nonlocal and usually approximated by an equivalent local

form. We have chosen to retain the full nonlocal result which then has been used in finding
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